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Purpose of presentation

To report on our experiences of 
participation in Industry Canada’s 

learning objects’ pilot in 
Newfoundland



Presentation plan

1. Designing objects & locating 
objects

2. Tagging objects

3. Transferring xml records 

Conclusions



Designing & locating objects

• Example of web-based module 
designed as an object

• Overview of 6 objects used in pilot

• Video objects



Example of an object design
SPICE is a  web-based learning module 
for pre- or in- service practitioners such 

as teachers, social workers, nurses
designed from a learning object 

perspective



SPICE: Object list
 

# of 
objects 

Type Title Format 

1 Diagram SPICE: Problem Solving Model - 
Diagram 

JPG-Image 

1 Description SPICE: Problem Solving Model –  
Description 

HTML-Web 
Page 

1 Consult 
Phase 

SPICE: Problem Solving Model - 
Consult Phase 

HTML-Web 
Page 

1 Gather 
Phase 

SPICE: Problem Solving Model -  
Gather  Phase 

HTML-Web 
Page 

1 Act Phase SPICE: Problem Solving Model –  
Act Phase 

HTML-Web 
Page 

1 Bibliography SPICE: Problem Solving Model-  
Gather Phase -  Bibliography 

HTML-Web 
Page 

1 Reflection 
Activity 

SPICE: Problem Solving Model - 
Reflection  Activity 

HTML-Web 
Page 

1 Problem 
Description 

SPICE: Problem Solving Model – 
Problem Description 

HTML-Web 
Page 

20+ Audio or 
Video 
Segments 

SPICE: Consult Phase - *.* Streamed or 
canned 

    



SPICE: Diagram of objects
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPICE: PSM - 
Diagram 

SPICE: PSM - 
Description 

SPICE: PSM - 
Consult Phase 

SPICE: PSM - 
Consult Phase –  
Video or audio 
segments 

SPICE: PSM - 
Problem Description 

SPICE: PSM – Reflection 

SPICE: PSM - 
Gather Phase

SPICE: PSM - 
Gather Phase – 
Bibliography  
 

SPICE: PSM –  
Act Phase



SPICE: Repurposability



6 objects selected for pilot
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OBJECT 1- 
Diagram 

OBJECT 2-
Description 

OBJECT 3 -
Consult Phase 

OBJECTS     
4,5,6 / 60 

     VIDEOS 

SPICE: PSM - 
Problem Description 

SPICE: PSM – Reflection 

SPICE: PSM - 
Gather Phase

SPICE: PSM - 
Gather Phase – 
Bibliography  

SPICE: PSM - 
Respond Phase



Summary of 6 objects chosen for pilot 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

SPICE: Problem 
Solving Model –  

 
Diagram 

SPICE: Problem 
Solving Model –  

 
Description

SPICE: Problem 
Solving Model –  

 
Consult Phase

SPICE: Consult 
Phase - Teacher as 
Actor.  

 
Streamed Video 
(RealMedia file) 
Length –  2:25 

SPICE: Consult 
Phase - Nature of the 
Adolescent Learner. 

 
Streamed Video 
(RealMedia file) 
Length –  1:04 

SPICE: Consult 
Phase - Benefiting 

from Mistakes.  
 

Streamed Video 
(RealMedia file) 
Length –  0:41 











Streamed video segments





Conclusions: Designing & locating objects

•A repurposable learning object is able to 
derive meaning from the context of use

•Video objects are highly contextualized & 
pose challenges to repurposability

•Repurposability of learning modules can be 
promoted by customizing components    



Meta-tagging objects

• CanCore Schema

• Manual tagging using MSWord

• Transfer to XML format using 
ALOHA



CanCore Schema



CanCore Schema

“CanCore is a Canadian implementation of 
the IEEE educational metadata standard 

for cataloguing educational learning 
resources. In its formative years, CanCore 
was championed by a number of Canarie-

funded e-learning projects, notably, 
POOL, BELLE, CAREO and SAVOIR-

NET. CanCore has been incorporated into 
a number of repositories.”

Griff Richards (Simon Fraser) 



CanCore Schema
• Not specifically tailored to tagging in an 

educational context

• Language not user-friendly 

• Controlled vocabulary necessary but 
constraining

• Context and community may require 
flexibility in vocabulary/elements & 

element groups 



Example of manual tagging
1.0 General
1.1 Identifier: (Note: Unable to determine Identifier element using CanCore 

guidelines)
1.2 Title: SPICE: Problem Solving Model - Diagram
1.3 Catalogentry
1.3.1 Catalog: URL Note: Unable to determine difference between URI and URL

1.3.2 Entry: 
1.4 Language: en
1.5 Description:  This diagram of a problem solving model includes three 

phases: consulting, gathering, and responding. In between each of these 
phases is shared reflection. Potential users of the model include practitioners 
such as nurses, social workers, engineers and teachers. The model could also 
be used for problem solving in organizations. See also: SPICE: Problem 
Solving Model-Description; SPICE: Problem Solving Model - Consult Phase: 
SPICE: Consult phase - Benefiting from mistakes; SPICE: Consult phase -
Teacher as Actor; SPICE: Consult phase - Nature of the Adolescent. SPICE is 
an acronym for Solving Problems in Collaborative Environments which is a 
learning module. The module as a whole is not presently available as an 
object.



Meta-tagging tools



ALOHA metadata mark-up tool

• Alberta (?) Learning Object Hub 
Application

• A tool to support educational mark-up of 
objects using XML & a schema

• Java-based

• Linked to CAREO web portal



ALOHA interface



ALOHA’s IMS Schema



Editing Process
1.Create a new or open a LO in IMS 1.2.2
2. Select it and upload it

3. Edit some metadata (i.e. change the description)
4. Click upload - you should *always* be asked whether 

you want to overwrite or create a new record 
5. Click overwrite and wait for success
6. Remove the object from ALOHA
7. Do a search, click my objects, and import the object 

you just saved (there is only 1 – you should only get 
multiples if you click new when prompted in step 4)

8. Verify metadata is correct in ALOHA
9. Load up CAREO.netera.ca and verify that there is 

only 1 object, verify metadata has changed, etc



Editing process



Conclusions re tagging objects
• CanCore is not user-friendly

• Vocabularies are constraining

• Two-step approach to tagging works well

• ALOHA is user-friendly

• Editing process is onerous



Transfer of XML records

• Objects in CAREO

• Transfer and workaround for video



CAREO
• “Campus Alberta Repository of Educational Objects”

• Serves as a prototypical portal to access objects

• Objects are retrieved from web sites

• Does not rely on a peer-to-peer network

• Does not centrally store objects

• Stores metadata only



CAREO interface



Objects in CAREO



Object description in CAREO



Object summary



Workaround for streamed video



Conclusions: Transfer of XML records

•Simple process

•Objects are discoverable

• Need accommodation for streamed video

•Difficult to promote interoperability & 
accessibility

• Video objects not in streamed format would 
benefit from P2P technologies 



Questions arising from pilot
• How can we design objects so that the 

context gives meaning to the object? 
• How can we produce & select video to 

maximise scalability, reusability, 
interoperability?

• How might CanCore schema be tailored to 
individual contexts/communities & still 

promote standards?
• What would be needed to make P2P 

architectures effective for object sharing? 



MERCI!

C’EST TOUT...
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